Plasmon-mediated fluorescence with distance independence: from model to a biosensing application.
In this article, plasmon-mediated fluorescence biosensing is reported to be distance independent through a full-coupling strategy that effectively activates the entire plasmon coupling region. This concept is demonstrated through collecting the directional surface plasmon-coupled emission (SPCE) signal from fluorescent silica nanoparticles with a size that matches the entire coupling region. Based on this design, the spatial distribution of the fluorophores is confined by the dimension of the nanoparticle. Therefore, these encapsulated fluorophores occupy the maximum coupling dominant region and optimally utilize the coupling effect. Being different from the conventional plasmon-mediated fluorescence, the enhanced fluorescence response becomes nearly independent of distance changes on a wide dynamic range from 0nm to 30nm between the fluorescent nanoparticles and metal structure. Full-coupling SPCE appropriately enlarges the distribution of fluorophores, ensuring that the coupling dominant region is filled with enough fluorophores at varying distances to create a stable and detectable signal. This scale of distances is well suited for many biorecognition events. Full-coupling SPCE solves signal deviation challenges originating from the susceptible and unpredictable orientation and conformation of biomolecules on the nanoscale. Immunoassays and DNA detection are shown with high and reliable signals, demonstrating the advantages of distance-independent full coupling. Without the need of a complicated and rigorous architecture for precise distance control, full-coupling SPCE offers great promise for a general platform of chip-based biosensing and bioanalysis.